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Does Crisis Make Better Leaders?
Overview
In May this year, Derwent initiated a self-reflection exercise with a group of Australia’s Industrial sector CEOs to explore the
topic Does Crisis experience Make Better Leaders? Based on our findings, we can tell you, it does! We’ve created a podcast in
which we discuss and explore the specific leadership skills leaders have developed and honed during the current Coronavirus
pandemic, and we explore how executives used their previous experience and personal attributes to ensure high-impact
leadership during this current COVID-19 crisis. You can find the podcast by clicking here, or copy and paste this URL into your
browser: https://www.derwentsearch.com.au/blog/2020/07/does-crisis-experience-make-better-leaders?

The Research
Derwent’s Industrial team interviewed a representative group of CEOs, COOs, Managing Directors, Founders and Executive
General Managers across Industrial subsectors including: Industrial Services, Property & Infrastructure Investments, Infrastructure
Assets, Industrial Products & Distribution, Transport, Resources & Mining, Oil & Gas, Energy and Utilities.

The Findings
A fast-moving health crisis pushed leaders to manage economic, safety and wellbeing risk factors never seen before. Full national
lockdowns were enforced, challenging organisations to reimagine ways of working, primarily at a distance with substantial physical
and technological change.
The uncertainty of COVID-19’s health, financial and security impact presented high levels of individual anxiety amongst employees
as organisations rapidly adapted and teams were personally impacted in so many ways. Ultimately, we found the best leaders
were recognised for communicating and executing a plan with both “competence and concern”.
•

•

•

•

Communicating
o a high frequency of communication implicitly shows concern
o there’s no such thing as overcommunicating
o speak the truth, care for the individual, focus on the common good
o be authentic, show appropriate levels of personal vulnerability
Planning
o teams were reassured by a good plan during uncertainty
o explicitly sharing updates to the plan reduces anxiety
o change can be implemented much faster and more efficiently than expected
Self-Reflection
o great leaders start from experience, not from scratch: generalise previous crisis leadership experience to support
current and future crisis responses
o the importance of the executive coaching function
o implement systems for CEOs to regularly review and update self-knowledge of their own leadership profile
Culture
o a positive, strong workplace culture relies on trust and defined organisational values
o values consistently drive the right behaviours to meet business goals: in many cases productivity increased, cash
was protected, operations were efficient and profit was achieved
o the digital workforce has levelled organisations, dismantled hierarchies and empowered teams
o high levels of concern from leaders drive better organisational outcomes

Future Talent Considerations
•
•
•

Is the “art” of communication as prominent as it should be within the development plans of key executives or within
assessment frameworks?
How do leaders ensure they retain moments of ‘authenticity’ in status quo leadership that will resonate with employees?
Organisational resilience comes from planning who you want in your business and what type of leadership you want to see;
one that empowers your people to engage as this is what ultimately brings about genuine collective effort. Experiencebased assessment frameworks, coupled with regular opportunities for leaders to self-reflect and build on intrinsic personal
attributes, enable organisations to grow talent through leveraging specific experiences such as COVID-19.
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Derwent’s Industrial Team
If you have questions or want more information, please get in touch.
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